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The purpose of this Gazetteer and Atlas of
Astronomy (GAA) is to list, define and
illustrate, for the first time, every named
(as opposed to merely catalogued) object in
the sky within a single reference work for
use by the general reader, writers and
editors dealing with astronomical themes,
and those astronomers concerned with any
aspect of astronomical nomenclature. Each
part of the GAA will contain:
An
introduction to the nomenclature of the
body or group of bodies in question A
glossary of terminology used A gazetteer
listing in strict alphanumerical sequence
essential information defining the body or
feature concerned An alphanumerically
arranged classified index of all the
headwords in the gazetteer
An atlas
comprising maps and images with
coordinate grids and labels identifying
features listed in the gazetteer Appendix
material on the IAU nomenclature system
and the transcription systems used for
non-roman alphabets
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Mercury - Element information, properties and uses Periodic Table This picture, taken from NASAs
MESSENGER Mission using a Mercury Dual Imaging System, shows the Caloris basin, which at approximately 1525
km (948 Mercury Systems Capabilities Innovation That Matters Element Mercury (Hg), Group 12, Atomic Number
80, d-block, Mass 200.592. Sources, facts, uses, scarcity (SRI), podcasts, alchemical symbols, videos and Mercury
(planet) - Wikipedia Mercury is the closest planet to the Sun and the eighth largest. Mercury is slightly smaller in
diameter than the moons Ganymede and Titan but more than twice Mercury - Educational facts and history of the
planet Mercury. Mercury is a chemical element with symbol Hg and atomic number 80. It is commonly known as
quicksilver and was formerly named hydrargyrum A heavy Mercury, Interior, Atmosphere, Moons, Poles, Myths,
Missions Manufacturers of outboard motors and MerCruiser inboard engines, with over 4000 dealers in the United
States. Mercury - Wikipedia Mercury Spring 2017 cover Mercury Magazine features articles showcasing the latest
developments in astronomy as well as society news and monthly sky Mercury Fact Sheet - the NSSDCA! - NASA Is it
getting warm in here? Being so close to the sun, planet Mercury is a pretty hot spot to be at! In this BrainPop movie,
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Tim and Moby take you to investigate the Mercury Magazine Astronomical Society Nov 29, 2016 Despite being
closest to the sun, Mercury is not the hottest planet. Mercury - In Depth Planets - NASA Solar System Exploration
NSSDCA Photo Gallery: Mercury - A collection of images of the planet Mercury. Mercury? ?- The Cambridge
Crystallographic Data Centre (CCDC) Mercury is a groundbreaking chamber ensemble that seeks to redefine the
orchestra with performances that faithfully present the music of great composers in Outboards Mercury Marine
Mercury is the smallest and innermost planet in the Solar System. Its orbital period around the Sun of 88 days is the
shortest of all the planets in the Solar System Mercury (automobile) - Wikipedia none Mercury was named by the
Romans after the fleet-footed messenger of the gods because it seemed to move more quickly than any other planet.
Mercury - BrainPOP Mercury is a major Roman god, being one of the Dii Consentes within the ancient Roman
pantheon. He is the patron god of financial gain, commerce, Mercury (element) - Wikipedia Mercury Fund is an
early-stage venture capital firm. With over $200 million under management, Mercury focuses on entrepreneurs and
technology innovation none Built tough for reliable, long-lasting performance. From 2.5 to 350 horsepower. Mercury
Havent registered yet? Heres what you can do: Quick, convenient bill pay View your auto policy information Print ID
cards or download to your smartphone Mercury Insurance Save money on your auto insurance and more Mercury
is a planet in our solar system. It is the smallest of the eight planets. It is also the closest to the sun. Mercury goes around
the sun the fastest of all the Mercury - Solar Views Mercury, the planet nearest the Sun, is also the smallest planet in
the Solar System. Only slightly larger than the Earths moon, Mercurys surface is covered with Mercury Fund
Mercury Fund startup venture capital Mercury - Crystal Structure Visualisation, Exploration and Analysis Made
Easy. Mercury offers a comprehensive range of tools for 3D structure visualization and NSSDCA Photo Gallery:
Mercury - the NSSDCA! - NASA Mercury Systems is pioneering a next generation defense electronics business
model. We are the leading provider of secure and safety-critical processing Images for Mercury Mercury - Crystal
Structure Visualisation, Exploration and Analysis Made Easy. Mercury offers a comprehensive range of tools for 3D
structure visualization, the Mercury - Overview Planets - NASA Solar System Exploration Mercury usually refers
to: Mercury (element), a metallic chemical element Mercury (mythology), a Roman god Mercury (planet), first planet
from the Sun. Mercury Web Parser by Postlight Mercurys eccentric orbit takes the small planet as close as 47 million
km (29 million miles) and as far as 70 million km (43 million miles) from the sun. Temperatures on Mercurys surface
can reach 800 degrees Fahrenheit (430 degrees Celsius). Because the planet has no atmosphere Mercury - By the
Numbers Planets - NASA Solar System Exploration With just one API request, Mercury takes any web article and
returns only the relevant content headline, author, body text, relevant images and more free Mercury (mythology) Wikipedia Mercury Marine Auto. Home. Business. Save money and get great service with Mercury, too! Get a quote
now. How Hot is Mercury? -
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